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•
Thanks to these measures, die Empire continued to defend itself
for two hundred years.
What was the cause of its final failure ?
It had its fortresses, against which the Barbarians were powerless,
its strategic routes, a military art whose tradition was many cen-
turies old, a consummate diplomacy which understood how division
might be created among the enemies of die Empire, or how they
might be bought—and this was one of die essential features of the
Empire's resistance—and further, its aggressors were incapable of
agreeing among themselves. Above all, the Empire had the
Mediterranean, and we shall see what an advantage this gave it,
even down to the time when the Vandals established themselves
in Carthage.
I know, of course, that the difference between die armaments
of the Empire and those of the Barbarians was not what it would
be today; nevertheless, the Romans enjoyed an impressive superi-
ority over peoples without a commissariat and without regular
discipline. The Barbarians, no doubt, were superior in numbers,
but they did not know how to revictual their forces. Think of the
Visigoths, dying of starvation in Aquitaine, after living on the
country, and Alaric in Italy!
As against its advantages, we must remember that the Empire
was obliged to keep armies in being on the frontiers of Africa and
Asia while it had to face its enemies in Europe. Further, it had to
deal with civil disturbances; diere were many usurpers, who did
not hesitate to enter into understandings with the Barbarians;
there were Court intrigues, which set up a Rufinus in opposition
to a StiHcho; while the populations of the Empire were passive,
and incapable of resistance; without civic spirit, they despised die
Barbarians, but were ready to submit to their yoke. Consequendy
the defence could not count upon moral resistance* whedier among
the troops or in the rear. Fortunately, there were no moral forces
on the side of the aggressor cither. There was nothing to provoke
the Germans against the Empire: no religious motives? no racial
hatred, and still less any sort of political consideration- Far from
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